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Strategy Dynamics in Action 
 
 
These materials are available to trainers as 2 packs. The first consists of sections 
1 to 5 and is entitled “Core Concepts”.  The second pack consists of 4 sections of 
Advanced Topics.   
 
This sample document shows a few slides with notes from section 1 and the 
“content” slides from sections 2-9 so that you can see the range of material 
covered.  
 
Core Concepts    
 

Section 1 - 21 Slides   
Introduction - Why Strategy Dynamics? 
 
Section 2 = 10 Slides  
Specifying the Strategic Objective 
 
Section 3 = 18 Slides 
How Resources Drive Performance 
 
Section 4 = 18 Slides  
Building & Sustaining Resources - their ‘Critical’ Bathtub behaviour 
 
Section 5 = 19 Slides 
The Core Strategic Architecture - How Resources Work Together 
 
 

Advanced Topics 
 

Section 6 = 21 Slides 
Developing Resources and the Choice Pipeline 
 
Section 7 = 26 Slides  
Managing Resource Attributes 
 
Section 8 = 25 Slides 
Into Battle! - Rivalry for Resources 
 
Section 9 = 22 Slides 
Coping with Soft Factors - Intangible Resources 
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WHY STRATEGY DYNAMICS? - SECTION 1

The slides in this pack explain and illustrate the essentials of  the Strategy
Dynamics method.
They may be useful in three principal situations:

• to support the coaching of  executive teams in tackling real
and current issues facing their organisation

• as training materials for executives, consultants or other
professionals, to equip them for tackling a wide variety of
issues that they may come across in the future

• on MBA and other degree courses in management
[especially in Strategy], as teaching material for introducing
the importance of  dealing with performance through time,
i.e. ‘dynamics’ – and how to do so

These teaching materials are supported by a range of  articles, books and
simulation-based learning materials available at www.strategydynamics.com,
together with a 10-class, CD-based self-tuition course: Mastering Strategy
Dynamics.
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Objectives

These slide-sets explain the essentials of the Strategy Dynamics 
approach, enabling you to work out:

what performance aims* are feasible for your organisation [or for any 
case you are considering]
… or for important activities within an organisation [marketing, staff 
development etc.]
what resources will need to be built and sustained to reach these aims
how these resources depend on each other to drive performance
how to use this understanding to steer strategy towards those aims?

… including how to deal with competitive pressures.
* (typically profits, but may feature other measures, especially for 

public services, voluntary or other not-for-profit organisations)
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WHY STRATEGY DYNAMICS? - SECTION 1

This slide introduces the top-level aims of  the Strategy Dynamics approach.
Additional points can be made …

• It is important to clarify the appropriate time-scale for the
performance aims. This may be a very long time-horizon
[e.g. Kodak’s need to sustain sales of  photographic film for
many years, in the face of  increasing digital photography] –
or very short [e.g. building immediate demand for the launch
of  a new movie]

• There may be several aims, and these may be in conflict to
some degree – e.g. increase market share, but without
reducing profits. The Strategy Dynamics tools expose these
tensions and allow workable compromises to be found.

It can be helpful at this point to invite participants to explain performance
challenges faced by their organisation or department. A short verbal summary
will be enough at present – each issue can be specified in more detail as
subsequent material is covered.

These aims are important in setting up the need for Strategy Dynamics, and
positioning its contribution amongst other methods that are already widely
understood.
SUGGESTIONS
You may, of  course, wish to substitute or add aims of  your own. However, it
is important to ensure that any slides chosen from this pack are supportive of
those other aims.
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Outline of ‘Strategy Dynamics in Action’

The slides are organised in the following segments:

1. Why Strategy Dynamics?
2. Specifying the Strategic Objective
3. How Resources Drive Performance
4. Building and Sustaining Resources 
5. The Core Strategic Architecture 
6. Developing Resources - The ‘Choice Pipeline’
7. Resource Attributes
8. Rivalry for Resources
9. Intangible Resources

Core 
Concepts

Additional 
elements
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WHY STRATEGY DYNAMICS? - SECTION 1

This slide shows how these slide-sets are organised. They divide into two
main sections:

• the core concepts of  the Strategy Dynamics method – in
most cases, the majority of  this section will need to be
covered

• a series of  extensions to the framework for dealing with
rivalry, intangibles, and other issues, each of  which may be
appropriate in different situations

In addition, there is an optional opening section on ‘Why Strategy Dynamics?’
that reviews some standard Strategy tools, and explains why improved methods
are needed.
If delivered simply as ‘lecture’ material, with minimal time for questioning
or discussion, these topics could feasibly be delivered, in total, in a few
hours. However, this delivery style is not recommended. The concepts covered
will probably be unfamiliar to most audiences and will require them to take
on a significant change in mind-set.  Consequently, learning will be
substantially more effective if the materials are delivered with frequent
opportunities to discuss, clarify, and practise applying them to participants’
real-world challenges and/or case situations. If  used in this manner, the Core
Concepts can deliver valuable learning over a full day, and the additional
elements, in total, can usefully take 1½  to 2 days.
SUGGESTIONS
For any teaching or coaching event, you will need to add a timetable giving
an indication of how the time available will be used, both on these materials
themselves and on any other activities that are to be covered.
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See any standard Strategy text-book for further explanation of these, and other concepts in Strategy 
[e.g. Grant R M, Contemporary Strategy Analysis: Blackwell: Oxford.
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WHY STRATEGY DYNAMICS? - SECTION 1

This optional introductory slide-set reviews several of  the most common
Strategy analysis tools, as taught in Business Schools and standard reference
books. It shows how they connect to a simple strategy-development process,
and summarises a rationale for their value.
These slides may be useful, in whole or in part, where audiences have some
familiarity with strategy tools and approaches, in order to make the case a
more rigorous, fact-based approach is needed.
This section concludes by highlighting the principal short-coming of  the
existing suite of  strategy tools – namely that they do not offer the means to
explain the time-path of  performance, nor to identify what actions or policies a
strategic plan should pursue in order to improve that performance into the
future.
The notes include some background on Strategy principles and theory that
will rarely be needed, except in degree-course class situations.
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Strategy Tools Review: Objectives

By the end of this section you will:
1. know some key features of common Strategy analysis tools
2. understand some of the benefits these tools offer
3. appreciate how these tools relate to each other and to the 

performance-improvement challenge facing management teams
4. have your own view of the value of these tools to management
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WHY STRATEGY DYNAMICS? - SECTION 1

These aims are important in setting up the need for Strategy Dynamics, and
positioning its contribution amongst other methods that are already widely
understood. Important points to note, however, include:

• existing Strategy tools have some genuine value and
contribution to offer, so it is important to recognise their
value and not be dismissive of  them

• audiences may include  individuals who are very familiar
with these tools, satisfied with their value, and comfortable
in their use. Be prepared for some resistance to the idea
that these methods have significant limitations, by
acknowledging participants’ experience with them – for such
people, position Strategy Dynamics as a powerful tool to
go beyond what their existing methods can accomplish

• these slides are not a comprehensive review of  all strategy
tools, nor a full explanation of  each. It may therefore be
necessary to give participants a chance to bring out other
methods they use, and explain how they work and the value
they offer.
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There’s no shortage of management tools

ABC
MBO
TQM
JIT
OVA
SVA
CPR
Pay-for-Performance
Customer Satisfaction 
Measurement

Visioning ?
Core Competencies
Baldridge Award
Micro-Marketing
MRPI and MRPII
Self-Directed Teams

Strategic Planning ?
Merger Integration Teams
Balanced Scorecard
Benchmarking
Life Cycle Analysis

Permission Marketing ?

Reengineering

Mass Customization ?
System Dynamics

Creative Destruction ?
Concurrent Engineering
Zero-Based Budgets
Technology S-Curves
Delphi Technique

Gung Ho! ?
ISO 9000
7-Ss
6-Sigma
5-Forces
4-Ps
Scenario Planning

Growth Strategies ?
One-to-One Marketing
Learning Organizations
Data Mining
Continuous Improvement
Value Chain Analysis
Nominal Group Technique

PIMS Analysis
Quality Circles
Market Disruption Analysis
Portfolio Analysis
Experience Curves
Mission and Vision
Cycle Time Reduction
3-Cs
2x2 Matrices

1-Minute Managing ?
0-Defects
CRM
Strategic Alliances
Corporate Venturing
Conjoint Analysis
Competitive Gaming

Customer Retention ?
Groupware

Psychographics ?
Loyalty Management
Service Guarantees

Virtual Teams ?

Source: Bain & Co www.bain.com

? it is not clear that 
these items are 
really ‘tools’
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This list of  management tools emerges from a biennial, international survey
carried out by consultants, Bain & Co. The survey is not purely about strategy
tools, but covers any techniques referred to by respondents. Key points are:

• Recognisable tools specifically about Strategy are few … 5
forces, value chain analysis, core competences, 7-S
framework, scenario planning, experience curve … [these
can be found in established strategy text-books, such as R
M Grant, 2002, ‘Contemporary Strategy Analysis’ (4th Edn),
Blackwell: Oxford.]

• Many items on the list are too general or idiosyncratic to
merit the term ‘tool’ at all – e.g. strategic planning, customer
retention, Gung-ho.

• Few current themes in academic Strategy research feature
on the list – e.g. resource-based view, knowledge-based view,
evolutionary approaches – which raises the question as to
how these academic perspectives actually come to feature
in real-world practice [this question may only arise in degree
course teaching, and is not a matter to bring up with a general
management audience].

• There are some surprising omissions of  well known
approaches – SWOT analysis (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats), PEST analysis of  external forces
(political, economic, social, technological), value-based
management, and so on. SWOT, for example, will almost
invariably be mentioned if  you invite a diverse audience of
executives to mention any strategy approaches they know
of.

Finally, note that Strategy Dynamics emerges from the coming-together of
the resource-based view of  Strategy with System Dynamics [ Sterman J, 2000,
‘Business Dynamics’, McGraw-Hill: New York.] Though mentioned in this
survey, system dynamics is one of  the least well-known tools. Its better-known
version - ‘Systems Thinking’, popularised by Peter Senge in his best-seller,
‘The Fifth Discipline’ - is not even mentioned [Doubleday: New York, 1990.]
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Most widely-used strategy tools

Core Competencies 
Balanced Scorecard ?
Scenario Planning 
Shareholder Value analysis ?

? … these are tools for performance control, not for formulating Strategy

Source: Bain & Co www.bain.com
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WHY STRATEGY DYNAMICS? - SECTION 1

These four items are the strategy-related ideas most widely used, according to
the Bain survey. It is important to stress that other tools - such as five forces
and value chain analysis - may be widely used amongst Strategy professionals
[e.g. consultants, corporate-development staff], but would not be relevant to
most general managers or professionals in other functions, such as Marketing
or Product Development.
SUGGESTIONS
It can be useful when coaching groups of executives to review with them, at
this point, the tools that their organisations use, and the value and limitations
that they see in them.
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Objectives

These slide-sets explain the essentials of the Strategy Dynamics 
approach, enabling you to work out:

what performance aims* are feasible for your organisation [or for any 
case you are considering]
… or for important activities within an organisation [marketing, staff 
development etc.]
what resources will need to be built and sustained to reach these aims
how these resources depend on each other to drive performance
how to use this understanding to steer strategy towards those aims?

… including how to deal with competitive pressures.
* (typically profits, but may feature other measures, especially for 

public services, voluntary or other not-for-profit organisations)
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SPECIFYING THE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE - SECTION 2

This slide introduces the top-level aims of  the Strategy Dynamics approach.
Additional points can be made …

• It is important to clarify the appropriate time-scale for the
performance aims. This may be a very long time-horizon
[e.g. Kodak’s need to sustain sales of  photographic film
for many years, in the face of increasing digital
photography] – or very short [e.g. building immediate
demand for the launch of a new movie]

• There may be several aims, and these may be in conflict to
some degree – e.g. increase market share, but without
reducing profits. The Strategy Dynamics tools expose these
tensions and allow workable compromises to be found.

It can be helpful at this point to invite participants to explain performance
challenges faced by their organisation or department. A short verbal summary
will be enough at present – each issue can be specified in more detail as
subsequent material is covered.
These aims are important in setting up the need for Strategy Dynamics, and
positioning its contribution amongst other methods that are already widely
understood.
SUGGESTIONS
You may, of  course, wish to substitute or add aims of  your own. However,
it is important to ensure that any slides chosen from this pack are supportive
of  those other aims.
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Outline of ‘Strategy Dynamics in Action’

The slides are organised in the following segments:

1. Why Strategy Dynamics?
2. Specifying the Strategic Objective
3. How Resources Drive Performance
4. Building and Sustaining Resources 
5. The Core Strategic Architecture 
6. Developing Resources - The ‘Choice Pipeline’
7. Resource Attributes
8. Rivalry for Resources
9. Intangible Resources

Core 
Concepts

Additional 
elements
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This slide shows how these slide-sets are organised. They divide into two
main sections:

• the core concepts of  the Strategy Dynamics method – in
most cases, the majority of this section will need to be
covered

• a series of extensions to the framework for dealing with
rivalry, intangibles, and other issues, each of  which may
be appropriate in different situations

In addition, there is an optional opening section on ‘Why Strategy Dynamics?’
that reviews some standard Strategy tools, and explains why improved
methods are needed.
Note also that the final section ‘Extending the Core Architecture’ does not
offer further ideas, but is used to show how the items covered in the
Additional Elements sections can be related to the Core Concepts without
the framework becoming overcome complicated.
If delivered simply as ‘lecture’ material, with minimal time for questioning
or discussion, these topics could feasibly be delivered, in total, in a few
hours. However, this delivery style is not recommended. The concepts covered
will probably be unfamiliar to most audiences and will require them to take
on a significant change in mind-set.  Consequently, learning will be
substantially more effective if the materials are delivered with frequent
opportunities to discuss, clarify, and practise applying them to participants’
real-world challenges and/or case situations. If  used in this manner, the Core
Concepts can deliver valuable learning over a full day, and the additional
elements, in total, can usefully take 1½ to 2 days.
SUGGESTIONS
For any teaching or coaching event, you will need to add a timetable giving
an indication of how the time available will be used, both on these materials
themselves and on any other activities that are to be covered.
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HOW RESOURCES DRIVE PERFORMANCE - SECTION 3

This slide set moves on from the focus on performance outcomes, to explain:
• the direct link between performance and simple, tangible

resources [customers, staff], etc

• the approach that strategy research takes to understanding
the role of resources

• the importance of  specifying resources properly, including
appropriate measures for them

… and illustrates these principles, for the airline case.
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Resources drive performance … 

Resources drive performance
… so must be built and retained over time
… and how they work together is critical

Revenue

Costs

Customers

Capacity

Staff

Profit
€m/year

Today

PAST FUTURE

NOTE – this business-wide view is not  needed 
when objectives focus on just a part of the 
business, e.g. ‘we must build customers from 
2,000 to 5,000 over 3 years’. Section 4 will 
examine such cases.
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This is a simple caricature of  how financial performance arises from firm
resources (the items in the boxes).
For strategy challenges that concern the overall performance of  an
organisation, this chart clarifies the very simple point that performance -
right now - depends, very directly, on the resources that are in place – right
now. In commercial situations, this implies working your way back up the
profit and loss account, from profits, through revenue, margins and costs,
until you hit the factors that directly drive those financial items:

• Typically, the actual number of  customers determines the
rate at which we make revenue. [There are a few
exceptions, e.g. businesses that sell product into an open
trading market, such as petroleum or agricultural
commodities]. Naturally, customers may also differ in size
and value to us – a consideration we will address in section
7.

• Staff and capacity are examples of costly assets, and we
typically know quite well the relationship between these
assets and their cost of  ownership.  Costs will also be
driven by acquiring and developing these assets, as well as
by simply owning them.

Strategy challenges may not always concern overall business performance,
but focus instead on issues within particular functions. Such issues may not
require us to understand all parts of the organisation – it may simply be
necessary to trace the problem issue back to just one or two resources. For
example, staff turnover may reflect pressure of work, which is driven by
service demand from customers that exceeds what the staff  available can
deal with.
In other cases, the challenge may be to build a particular resource itself, in
which case the framework in section 4, and developed in section 6, will be
sufficient.
SUGGESTIONS
Point out that this is not in any way an exhaustive list of  relevant resources,
and that the specific resources involved in any particular case may be different.
Again, it is helpful at this point to have your audience rehearse this step.  In
any real case, there will be many other items involved in a full explanation
of profits, so a somewhat more developed version of the chart above will be
required. [See the airline example at the end of this section].
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BUILDING AND SUSTAINING RESOURCES - THEIR CRITICAL ‘BATHTUB’ BEHAVIOUR  - SECTION 4

This slide-set introduces the crucial feature of  resources, namely that they
fill up over time – and drain away – just like water filling and draining a tank
or bathtub.
It shows that this simple process actually makes it quite difficult for people
to anticipate what will happen to the level of resources as time passes – and
if this is difficult, it must therefore also be challenging to anticipate anything
that depends on resources, such as sales or profit!
These slides also include simple examples of real-world challenges that arise
from this seemingly simple idea.
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Resources ‘fill up and drain away’ over time 
[accumulate and deplete]

Cash in bank
account

€1,000
€500

/month
€450

/month

Cash outCash in

Salary
350/month€

Investment
income

150/month€ Rent
200/month€

Food
100/month€

Clothes, fun …
150/month€

This is sometimes known as the ‘bathtub framework’, since all 
resources fill up and drain away, like water in a bath or tank.
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This is the central concept of  Strategy Dynamics. [Note that the concept is
not original to the Strategy Dynamics approach, at all, but originates from the 1950s [!]
when Professor J W Forrester developed ‘system dynamics’. John Sterman’s, ‘Business
Dynamics’, McGraw-Hill, 2000, provides an encyclopaedic reference book for this field].
Although essentially simple, it is deeply fundamental to the behaviour-over-
time of  business situations, social systems, and indeed our entire reality.
Certain items just do accumulate and deplete over time, and there is no
alternative to accounting, explicitly, for this process wherever it occurs. It is
actually a quite familiar process – most people know that cash in a bank
account fills up and drains away!

• A more general term for items that work like this is ‘asset-
stocks’, or simply ‘stocks’.

• The amount of resource at any moment is precisely equal
to every amount ever added, minus every amount ever
lost – e.g. today’s customers = the sum of  all those we
ever won, minus all those who ever left us, since the day
we started up. This means that every moment of  history is
equally relevant to today’s situation – a customer won 10
years ago is [all else equal] exactly as relevant as one we
acquired yesterday.

• This imposes serious limits on using statistical regression
to understand ‘what causes what’, since this usually tests
only current or delayed relationships, e.g. ‘We believe that
customer numbers and sales revenue are correlated with relative
price [3 months before]’.

• Accumulation is not the same as ‘delay’. If you decide to
buy a new machine, it arrives after a delay of a certain
period, whereas if you decide to increase sales effort,
customer-numbers start increasing continually as each
month passes.

• Accumulating stocks are [for practical purposes] the only
explanation for how our world changes through time –
cause and effect cannot be separated in time, unless
something is stored from one period to the next, and that
is precisely what asset-stocks do!

SUGGESTIONS
The basic maths is known as integral calculus –you can have fun with a
group by telling them they must master this advanced maths to be skilled at
Strategy! Then ask if  they can tell you how much money will be in this bank
account in 3 month’s time if  these money flows continue – if  they can
(•1,150), they know all the integral calculus they need.
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THE CORE STRATEGIC ARCHITECTURE - HOW RESOURCES WORK TOGETHER - SECTION 5

This section of slides shows how causal connections between resources come
together to create a ‘strategic architecture’ diagram, which explains how the
whole business or organisation system develops, and generates performance through
time. The logic is summarised in the first slide.
After illustrating the principles for a simple case – a consumer brand, this section
collects together the diagrams for the start-up airline we have been assessing earlier,
to build an architecture for this business.
SUGGESTIONS
The brand example is a simple, qualitative picture, but emphasise the importance in
practice of showing numbers-through-time for every important item that
changes.
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Building up the logic of how resources combine to form a Strategic 
Architecture that explains performance through time

to drive improved performance into the future, we must build and sustain 
resources – e.g. build the customer-base to grow sales
resources can only be changed by acting to improve their flowrates – e.g. 
to build the customer-base we must either win customers faster, or slow 
customer losses
resource-flows depend, at any moment, on the existing quantities of 
resources that are already in place – e.g. today’s customer win-rate depends 
on today’s number of sales people
these connections can give rise to mutual dependency that can help drive 
growth, or alternatively, hold us back – e.g. increasing the customer-base 
puts pressure on sales staff to look after existing business, rather than win new 
business (on which they earn bonuses!), leading to staff resignations, and thus 
stopping our growth.
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THE CORE STRATEGIC ARCHITECTURE - HOW RESOURCES WORK TOGETHER - SECTION 5

The reasoning set out on this slide is universal, applying to every business or
social system.
SUGGESTIONS
It is useful to have your audience discuss other cases in small groups, and
then share as many contrasting examples as time allows.
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DEVELOPING RESOURCES, AND THE CHOICE PIPELINE - SECTION 6

This section of slides introduces the first important extension to the Core
Concepts. As well as winning resources [driving the inflow to our
organisation], and retaining resources [slowing the outflow], many resources
must be developed, i.e. moved from stage to stage.
An obvious example is staff, who are promoted through increasingly senior
positions. But there are many more examples, some of  which we rarely
consider.

• Customers move from occasional, disloyal users of our
product or service to being loyal buyers.

• Products move from being speculative ideas into a
development stage, and finally feature as established items
in our catalogue.

• People move from being overweight, to a stage where they
start to suffer from mild diabetes, and on through stages
of increasing severity of the disease.

• Donors to voluntary organisations may occasionally put
coins in a collecting tin, make regular donations, or decide
to make a substantial bequest.

Furthermore, these development chains extend beyond the boundary of  the
organisation, and include stages that are important for us to drive.

• Customers move from being unaware of us, through stages
of awareness, then understanding our product, before
finally becoming active buyers.

• Similarly, people who might work for us are initially
unaware, then become aware of us, interested in working
for us, and finally apply to work for a job.

• Universities go through a similar process to attract students
– after which their graduates become alumni who retain
an interest, and ultimately (hopefully) offer substantial
financial support.

SUGGESTION
Before starting on the slides that follow, it can be useful to ask groups to
come up with their own examples of resources that develop through various
stages, and highlight any challenges they can see that the organisation faces
in managing this process to their advantage.
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Developing a potential resource, e.g. airline passengers  
on a single route

Fares, marketing and schedule are 
constant
… so the remaining potential passenger 
group is the only factor determining our 
win-rate
The initial win-rate is so fast that, if it 
continued, the entire potential would be 
used up within 1 year
… but as the potential is used up, the 
win-rate slows.

Potential
passengers
on a route

‘000

Years
21 3

5

10

Passengers
won 000/year

Fare Marketing
€200,000/year

Our active
passengers

‘000 

10

21 3
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Flights
per week
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DEVELOPING RESOURCES, AND THE CHOICE PIPELINE - SECTION 6

This first example shows the principle of developing a potential customer-
base, taking the example of  an airline on a single route. Points to note:

• this illustration does not match the airline case example
developed in the Core Concepts section, because that
example included adding more routes – this example
focuses on a single route

• the causal arrows all conform to our rule – if  we know
each of the 4 causes, we can estimate the rate passengers
are won

• the illustration assumes that fares, marketing and schedule
are constant, so the only remaining factor is the number
of remaining potential passengers – this is a common
feature of resource-building, often ignored, that the
‘potential’ resource is a dominant, and changing, constraint
on the development rate

• the declining win-rate implies that potential passengers
become increasingly difficult to persuade, so we get easy-
to-win passengers quickly, and early – leaving a declining
win-rate as time passes

SUGGESTION
• Note that this slide shows how these customers are

expected to behave in this case .. a blank slide below invites
your audience to consider how potential customers might
behave in their own situation, or other cases with which
they are familiar.

• Similar issues arise in public service and non-profit cases
– e.g. a charity offering support to a group whose needs
have not previously been served may expect to develop
the number of  beneficiaries they serve to develop over
time.

• The two resource-stocks of potential and active passengers
are ‘mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive’ –
everyone who is, or might become, travellers on the route
are in one or other of  these two states. [There are some
complications to this principle that we will cover in later
slides].
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MANAGING RESOURCE ATTRIBUTES - SECTION 7

This section of slides introduces the second important extension to the core
concepts of  the Strategy Dynamics approach – dealing with the varying
quality of  resources. Customers vary in how much sales and profit they
generate for us, staff vary in their skill-levels and experience,  dealers or
stores vary in the number of end-customers they reach, products vary in the
number of customers who may want them, and so on. Similar principles
apply in public sector and voluntary organisations – people differ in how
much demand they put on health services, donors to charities vary in the
value of their donations, etc.
The term ‘attribute’ is used [rather than ‘quality’], since it suggests some
feature that resources carry with them [each customer ‘carries’ a certain
contribution to our annual profits], and because some attributes may not be
desirable qualities [e.g. the demand from each patient on health-care services,
or the frequency of crimes committed by criminals]
SUGGESTION
Invite examples from your audience of resources that exhibit some important
quality that varies. It can be helpful to divide these into:

• demand-drivers – e.g. customers, clients, dealers, stores
… or in non-commercial cases, clients or beneficiaries

• supply-side factors – notably staff  and products/services

It is helpful to explore what exactly is the ‘quality’ of each resource that
matters, e.g. is it ‘average revenue per customer’ or ‘average profit per
customer’ we are interested in. Is it the ‘average experience [years]’ of staff
in a particular group that determines their effectiveness, or ‘average skill’ of
staff ?
It is also helpful – to clarify the importance of this quality issue – to ask how
much difference it would make to participants’ organisations if the quality
of  any resource were higher or lower than it actually is.
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Resource Attributes – resources have important 
characteristics that vary amongst individuals
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This slide illustrates some of the diversity of attributes that resources may
possess. It also makes the point, common to the whole Strategy Dynamics
approach, that specifying measures for every item is important.
Issue analysis. Adding any extra factor to the consideration of  real-world
challenges increases the complexity of  the strategy analysis that has to be
done, so it is important to select only those that really make a difference to
the performance issue under investigation. So, for example, if  there is an
issue with poor customer profitability, but the sales-force skill is not felt to
be a problem, then ‘customer profitability’ would be an important attribute
to assess, but ‘sales force skill’ would not.
Overall strategy. In principle, when developing an overall strategy, every
significant attribute of every significant resource should be considered. This
quickly becomes impractical in real cases, so assessing any specific resource
and its attributes may need to be separated out and examined in isolation.
Care needs to be taken, though, when working out the interactions between
this specific resource and the rest of  the system. For example, if  we are
considering how ‘staff experience’ in product development may develop as
part of  our overall strategy, we would need to consider how the rest of  the
business may be driving staff loss-rate [which will drain experience] and
how staff experience will drive other resources – new product development
rate in this case.
SUGGESTION
If your audience includes participants who work in a single organisation or
industry sector, it can be useful to build a list of the key resources that apply
to their situation.  Then, taking each resource in turn, identify attributes and
measures for each.
If you are working with an audience from a variety of backgrounds, you can
gain the same benefit by asking them to work with a well-known business
example. Consumer sectors are likely to be best known, such as retailing,
airlines, banks, or consumer goods. It is generally best to pick a specific
example, such as Home Depot in the US, or Easyjet in Europe.
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This slide set shows how the core Strategy Dynamics frameworks are extended
to deal with the critical issue of  competitive rivalry.  Whilst established
strategy tools deal with competitive processes and policy at an overall level,
the dynamics frameworks tackle the specifics of emerging interactions with
particular rivals for particular resources.
Like the extensions covered in sections 6 and 7, these rivalry frameworks
are often useful on their own, not just as extensions to the core architecture.
We frequently find organisations needing to focus on short or medium-term
competitive battles that are taking place, against a background of reasonable
confidence that the business as a whole is in a good state.
It is important for non-commercial organisations to recognise that they, too,
are engaged in competitive rivalry, even though they may not be pursuing
financial returns in a market for products or services.  Rivalry occurs wherever
there are limited resources that more than one organisation wishes to capture
and retain for its own use.  Whilst customers may be the most obvious
example, organisations also compete for scarce staff  and other groups.
Voluntary organisations compete for supporters and their donations, just as
businesses compete for investors.  Public services compete for staff, and
may also compete for real estate, or government funding.
SUGGESTION
It is useful to ask your audience for examples of resources over which their
organisations compete, and to widen the discussion to include a wide range
of  other situations, including non-commercial organisations.  The importance
of this topic can be demonstrated by asking about the consequences of such
competitive rivalry.  Downward pressure on prices and profit margins is the
obvious example, but others may be important too, such as

• the cost and risk of marketing efforts required to simply
retain existing business, let alone to drive growth,

• the need constantly to develop new products and services,
increasingly fast, and at great cost,

• the management effort required on hiring, in highly
competitive labour markets.

The rivalry frameworks in this section become quite complex, so you may
need to consider carefully which of the optional slides are appropriate for
your audience.
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Just three forms of rivalry cover all situations

Rivalry type… 

1. the race to exploit an undeveloped pool of potential 
customers 

2. the fight to switch established customers away from rivals 
(and prevent the reverse)

3. competition for share of business to customers who buy 
from more than one firm

… plus the same three mechanisms for other contested resources
(suppliers, staff, distributors …)
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These three mechanisms are each developed in the slides that follow, together
with the interactions between them.
Before discussing the frameworks that capture these three mechanisms, it is
useful to think about the different circumstances in which each apply.

• Type 1 is most clearly seen in markets for new products
and services – e.g. flatscreen TVs. The process continues,
however, wherever new customers become available – e.g.
children needing their first shoes, or elderly people requiring
care.

• Type 2 takes over as the dominant mechanism as markets
mature – e.g. the supply of  house insurance [although type
1 continues, has new households are started]. Type 2 is
especially widespread in mature business to business
markets, where very few new customers are formed.

• Type 3 rivalry occurs whenever customers continue to take
products or services from more than one supplier – e.g.
consumers buy two or more brands of beer, breakfast cereal
or clothing, and choose constantly amongst restaurants.
Type 3 rivalry therefore operates alongside type 1 and 2 in
many markets. Type 1 and 2 rivalry only arise in their pure
form when it is impractical or uneconomic for customers
to continue buying from multiple suppliers – e.g. purchasing
domestic power, or mobile phone subscriptions.

It is useful to discuss situations where rivalry takes place for other resources
than customers.  Many sectors feature rivalry for key staff  [although type 3
rivalry for staff is unusual – most employees have a single, major
employment]. Retail markets feature rivalry for real estate, airlines compete
for routes, financial services firms compete for the support of  financial
advisers, and so on.
It is also useful to consider how these competitive processes work in non
business situations. Public sector organisations clearly compete for staff, not
only amongst themselves, but also against commercial organisations – e.g.
young graduates may compare the merits of a career in teaching versus
opportunities in commercial careers. Charities compete for donors, and for
the efforts of volunteers, political parties compete for voters, and many public
sector organisations compete for government funding.
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This slide set shows how the core Strategy Dynamics frameworks are extended
to deal with the impact of ‘soft’ factors, sometime known as ‘intangibles’.
Note that Finance professionals and those concerned with corporate
performance have a well-developed perspective on reporting intangible assets.
This slide-set, however, takes a Strategic Management perspective, focusing
on

• understanding intangibles in their own terms [rather than
their implicit financial value],

• assessing their impact on the ‘hard’, tangible business
resources and their performance,

• working out how to manage the growth and depletion of
intangibles.

Since the impact of intangible resources on the overall strategic architecture
is generally substantial, they usually must be considered [even if only to
check that they are OK].  However, it is often also useful to consider how
isolated intangible factors affect a single, closely-related tangible resource,
e.g. how staff  morale affects productivity or staff  turnover, or how reputation
limits the effectiveness of  marketing investments.
Naturally, intangible factors are as important to public-service, voluntary
and other non-commercial organisations as they are to businesses.
SUGGESTION
It is useful to ask your audience for examples of cases they know of where
intangible factors have had an important impact on an organisation. See if
you can collect examples of 3 types:

• ‘positive’ factors, if in a good state, can enhance
performance, e.g. strong reputation wins customers ..
strong morale drives high productivity

• .. so absence of positive factors holds back resource
building and performance

• ‘negative’ factors, if  in a poor state, can undermine
resource-building, worsen resource-losses and damage
performance, e.g. customer-annoyance reduces sales rates
and increases customer-losses .. staff stress levels raise
attrition and damage service
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Intangible resources reflect how people feel – their ‘state of 
mind’ - which may be positive or negative.

Fear of our pricing behaviourConfidence in their 
competitive advantage

Competitors

Anxiety about business 
prospects

Confidence in business 
leadership

Investors

Concern about reliance on few 
large customers

Inclination to cooperate with 
customers’ requests

Suppliers

Hostility towards managementMotivation to work hardEmployees

Irritation with service 
problems

Satisfaction with product 
quality

Customers

Negative feelingsPositive feelings
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COPING WITH SOFT FACTORS : INTANGIBLE RESOURSES - SECTION 9

The principle that ‘state of mind drives behaviour’ is at the heart of cognitive
psychology, and thus underpins much of  what we know about organisational
behaviour and marketing.
Note that we are taking a relatively simple approach to what are, in reality,
complex and multi-faceted issues. This simplification is nevertheless sufficient
to tackle many strategic challenges.
It is important to be clear exactly what we mean by any particular intangible
factor of  interest – hence the quite long phrases on this slide. Talking about
‘customer satisfaction’ without specifying the item[s] to which this satisfaction
relates risks creating misunderstanding between team members.
It is also helpful to limit your attention to factors that influence the behaviours
of key groups in key parts of the situation – a long list of incidental factors
will cause unhelpful debate and distract from the important issues.
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